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VICE PRESIDENT MESSAGE

“Excellence is never an accident. It is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, and intelligent execution;              
it represents the wise choice of many alternatives - choice, not chance, determines your destiny.”
                                                                                                                                    ~ Aristotle

The preparation of this handbook of the President’s Award for Academic Excellence has been a work of endearment and 
appreciation.  The key leaders involved have worked long hours to ensure objectivity in the process. What we have in our 
minds are the best interest of University faculty members who have been giving tremendous contribution in bringing 
excellence towards teaching and learning.  Recognition is inevitable as it is a guiding force that ignites the burning 
desire to give our best beyond our imagination as we do common things in uncommon ways. 

This handbook outlined in detail the requirements and gives you a broader perspective about the award giving body 
and the concomitant recognition. As we open the search for this academic year, we ensure that the selection criteria for 
all awards are objective and fair to everyone. We are confident with your every submission as we valued your esteemed 
contribution and rest assured of an objective search procedure. 

Warm Regards,

Prof. Mohamed Al Moamary, MBBS, ABIM, FRCP(Edin), FCCP

Chairman, President’s Award Executive Committee  
Vice President, Development and Quality Management Affairs, KSAU-HS
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PRESIDENT’S AWARD SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN MESSAGE

King Saud bin Abdulaziz University for Health Sciences has undergone a dramatic transformation since its establishment.  
It has changed from a predominantly teaching institution to a research-intensive university and adopted governance 
and management systems based on performance and best international practices. The University encourages excellence 
and promotes active university educational trends among all faculty members, students, employees and administrative 
staff. Therefore, the Development and Quality Management Affairs, under the supervision of His Excellency University 
President, adopted the President’s Award for Excellence to promote culture of excellence, creativity and innovation in 
the University that enhances its reputation and distinguishes its graduates. 

The President’s Award for Excellence is annual awards established in academic year 2016-2017. At the beginning of each 
academic year, the president award handbook containing the standards and sub-standards for each award published 
online. The president award handbook reviewed and updated every year to ensure fairness, achievability and validity 
of the standards and sub-standards. The number of awards is annually revised according to the needs. The submitted 
nominations go through several steps of review, evaluation, and validation starting by three independent reviewers for 
each submission, then verified by the President’s Award Subcommittee, and finally endorsed by the President’s Award 
Executive Committee to the University President.

The President Award for Excellence aim to promote a competitive environment, boost the productivity and foster quality 
in the university.

Dr. Abdullah Mohammed Alzahem, BDS, FAGD, MME, PhD

Chairman, President’s Award Subcommittee
Associate Dean, Deanship of Quality Management, DQMA, KSAU-HS
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Acronyms

ADAA          Automated Data for Analytics and Assessment

CFO           Committee Formation Order

CSR           Course Survey Result

DQMA                 Development and Quality Management Affairs

IRB           Internal Review Board

ISI           International Scientific Indexing

KSAU-HS         King Saud bin Abdulaziz University for Health Sciences

PA           President's Award

PSR           Program Survey Result

SIS           Student Information System
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PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

INTRODUCTION
King Saud bin Abdulaziz University for Health Sciences (KSAU-HS) is keen to encourage excellence and promote best practices 
among faculty members, students, employees and administrative staff. The essence of these awards is to be launched in the 
context of directing the University towards establishing a culture of excellence, and to spread the concept of quality throughout 
the University, together with the aim of achieving top standards in higher education. 

The President’s Award at KSAU-HS is annual awards offered at the University level, according to specific standards compatible 
with the concepts of quality and excellence. Based on the pre-set standards for nomination, the selection process is overseen by 
an independent committee. Development and Quality Management Affairs (DQMA) is hosting all related activities of the president 
award. Applicants are encouraged to submit their application with the supporting document as advised in this handbook for one 
award per year. 

MISSION
To promote culture of excellence, creativity and innovation in the University that enhances its reputation and distinguishes its 
graduates. 

OBJECTIVES
1. To inspire positive competition among University teaching faculty members to trigger creativity, research and 

excellence in performance.

2. To motivate colleges, departments, and units to enhance academic performance, research work, community services, 
alumni relation and University-Industry collaboration.

3. To encourage academic creativity and promote research culture among University members to ensure development 
that suits the University and its community.
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BEST ACADEMIC PROGRAM AWARD

OVERVIEW
The President’s Award for Best Academic Program is an annual award designed to honor, recognize and give value to the outstanding 
academic programs offered at KSAU-HS colleges. The purpose of this award is to support the University in achieving excellence 
and recognition nationally and internationally by promoting best practices and innovative techniques on delivering University 
academic programs. It is also meant to appreciate the efforts of faculty members and administrative staff and to recognize highly 
performing academic programs, together with creating a competitive environment that contributes to achieve the mission of the 
University.

ELIGIBILITY
• The nominated program must be an academic program offered at KSAU-HS
• Each college can submit one academic program per academic year
• Colleges that have more than five academic programs can submit maximum of two academic programs per academic year
• The nominated academic program must have an approved Program Specifications
• The submitted academic program must be endorsed by the Dean of the College
• Academic Programs that have already won the award will not be eligible to receive it again for another period of two 

years.

REQUIRED SUBMISSIONS
1.   Program Specifications with valid approval
2.   Last approved annual program report
3.   Last self-evaluation scale report
4.   Program Strategic Plan 
5.   Program survey results and analysis
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BEST ACADEMIC PROGRAM AWARD

CONTENTS OF SUBMITTALS 
The submitted academic program information should address the following standards with the supporting evidence:

•   Teaching and learning
•   Research and innovation
•   Community partnership
•   Program evaluation results

AWARD
• There are three awards for academic programs (one academic program award per campus – the top among the 

three winners will be the winner at the University level)
• Trophy/Souvenir/Token presented at a major University activity by the University President 
• Announcement in University media
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EVALUATION FORM FOR BEST ACADEMIC PROGRAM AWARD 

# Standard # Sub-Standard Suggested Evidence

Score

Below 

Average
Average Good Very good Excellent

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
Teaching 

and 
Learning

1 Number of different teaching methods used in the program in the previous academic year Program Specifications

2 Number of different assessment methods used in the program in the previous academic year Program Specifications

3
Percentage of faculty members conducted / attended to professional development activities (speaker, 
tutor) during the previous academic year (number of faculty members conducted/attended professional 
development activities divided by total number of faculty members teaching in the program)

List of faculty members teaching in the 
program (highlight faculty members 
conducted/attended professional 
development activities), Appreciation 
Certificates, Print of Professional 
Development Activity Report by ADAA

4 Number of conducted activities in the faculty enhancement program during the previous academic year
Copy of the approved Faculty 
Enhancement Program timetable

Total 40

2
Research 

and 
Innovation

1
Percentage of program faculty members presented their research outcomes in scientific activities (seminars 
and conferences) in the previous academic year (number of faculty members presented their research 
outcomes in scientific activities divided by total number of faculty members teaching in the program)

List of faculty members teaching in the 
program (highlight faculty members 
presented their research outcomes 
in scientific activities), Evidence of 
participation (Conference proceeding, 
Appreciation Certificate, Posters)

2 Number of publications by program faculty members in indexed journals in the previous two academic year
Copy of the published articles and 
evidence of indexing

Total 20

3 Community 
Partnership

1
Percentage of faculty members participated in community services during the previous academic year 
(number of faculty members participated in community services divided by total number of faculty 
members teaching in the program)

List of faculty members teaching in the 
program (highlight the faculty members 
participated in community services), 
Appreciation Certificates / Attendance 
sheet (any other supporting evidence)

2 Number of Program community services activities conducted outside the University campuses
Annual Program Report / Appreciation 
Certificates

Total 20

4
Evaluation 

Result 
(PSR)

1 Average score of Student Feedback on Q20 in the Program Survey “The program has helped me to develop 
good basic skills in using technology to investigate issues and communicate results” Print of program survey results and 

analysis for previous academic year
2 Average score of Student Feedback on Q21 in the Program Survey “I have developed the knowledge and 

skills required for my chosen career.”

Total 20
Total score: 100

No 
Evidence
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BEST COURSE AWARD

OVERVIEW
The President’s Award for Best Course is an annual award offered to honor the outstanding courses delivered at KSAU-HS 
colleges. The purpose of this award is to support the University in achieving excellence and recognition by promoting best 
practices and innovative techniques on delivering University courses. It is also meant to appreciate the efforts of faculty members 
and administrative staff delivering high quality courses, together with creating a competitive environment that contributes to 
achieve the mission of the University.

ELIGIBILITY

• The nominated course must be delivered at KSAU-HS as part of an academic program

• Each academic program can submit one course per academic year

• The nominated course must have an approved Course Specifications

• The submitted course must be endorsed by the Dean of the College

• Courses that have already won the award will not be eligible to receive it again for another period of two years

REQUIRED SUBMISSIONS
1.   Approved Course Specifications
2.   Approved Course Report
3.   Field Experience Specifications (if applicable)
4.   Field Experience Report (if applicable)
5.   Course survey results and analysis
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BEST COURSE AWARD

CONTENTS OF SUBMITTALS 
The submitted course information should address the following standards with the supporting evidence:

•   Teaching and learning
•   Research and innovation
•   Community partnership
•   Course evaluation results

AWARD

• There are three awards for courses (one course award per campus – the top among the three winners will be the 
winner at the University level)

• Trophy/Souvenir/Token presented at a major University activity by the University President
• Announcement in University media 
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EVALUATION FORM FOR BEST COURSE AWARD

# Standard # Sub-Standard Suggested Evidence

Score

Below 

Average
Average Good Very good Excellent

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
Teaching 

and 
Learning

1 Number of different teaching strategies used in the course in the previous academic year Course Specification, Course Report

2 Number of different student assessment methods used in the course in the previous academic year Course Specification, Course Report

3
Percentage of faculty members of the course conducted / attended professional development activities 
(speaker, tutor) during the previous academic year (number of faculty members conducted/attended 
professional development activities divided by total number of faculty members teaching the course)

List of faculty members teaching the 
course (highlight faculty members 
conducted/attended professional 
development activities), Appreciation 
certificate / Attendance Certificate

4 Number of contact hours provided as additional private study/ learning hours outside students’ timetable 
during the previous academic year Course Report / Field Experience Report

Total 40

2
Research 

and 
Innovation

1
Percentage of faculty members of the course presented their research outcomes in seminars and conferences 
during the previous academic year (number of faculty presented their research divided by Total number of 
Faculty teaching the course)

List of faculty members teaching the 
course (highlight faculty members 
presented their research outcomes), 
Appreciation Certificate, Conference 
Proceedings, Posters

2
Percentage of faculty members of the course published their research outcomes in indexed journals during 
the previous two academic years (number of faculty members published their research outcomes divided by 
total number of faculty members teaching the course)

List of faculty members teaching the 
course, Copy of the published articles

Total 20

3 Community 
Partnership

1
Percentage of faculty members of the course participated in community service activities with students 
during the previous academic year (number of faculty members participated in community services divided 
by total number of faculty members teaching the course)

List of faculty members teaching the 
course (highlight the faculty members 
participated in community services), 
Appreciation Certificates / Attendance 
sheet (any other supporting evidence)

Total 10

4
Evaluation 

Result 
(CSR)

1 Average score of Student Feedback on Q7 in the Course Survey “My instructor(s) were available to help me 
during office hours”.

Print of course survey results and analysis 
for previous academic year

2 Average score of Student Feedback on Q17 in the Course Survey “I was informed of my assignments’ and 
tests’ results in this course within reasonable time”

3 Average score of Student Feedback on Q21 in the Course Survey “This course helped me to improve my 
ability to think critically and solve problems effectively rather than just memorizing information”

Total 30
Total score: 100

No 
Evidence
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OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER AWARD

OVERVIEW
The President’s Award for  Outstanding  Faculty  Member is an annual award designed to encourage, reward, and publicly 
acknowledge sustained excellence in teaching by full-time and joint-appointee faculty members. The award recognizes excellence 
in teaching that reflects the highest standards in pedagogy, a record of outstanding teaching effectiveness within and outside the 
classroom, the ability to inspire, promote, and sustain the intellectual development of students, course and program development, 
fostering of critical thinking, and independent inquiry of students. 

It is annually offered to six faculty members (three awards for full-time (one full-time award per campus) and three awards 
for joint-appointees (one joint-appointee award per campus)) who have exhibited extraordinary achievement in teaching and 
research. The recipient is recognized as a distinguished faculty member whose evokes passion for learning and inspires students 
to realize their full potential.  He/she is a respected leader, who has mastered the management of their classroom, and found 
a way to accelerate learning for all their students. The individual should have demonstrated a pattern of productive scholarly 
activity which has been recognized nationally and/or internationally.  

ELIGIBILITY

• Minimum of two years of service at KSAU-HS
• Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors and Lecturers (Full-time and Joint Appointment) 
• Excellent grade in the latest annual appraisal
• Faculty members whose duties are primarily leader such as vice presidents, assistant vice presidents, and deans, 

are not eligible for nomination. 
• Faculty members who have already won the award will not be eligible to receive it again for a period of two 

years
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OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER AWARD

REQUIRED SUBMISSIONS
The submitted faculty member information should include the following items:

1.   Faculty member short professional bio
2.   Last approved appraisal (with minimum grade 90)
3.   University Research Profile
4.   Updated academic portfolio (refer to the appendixes: Academic Portfolio)

CONTENTS OF SUBMITTALS 
The submitted faculty member information should address the following standards with the supporting evidence:

•   Teaching and learning
•   Professional development
•   Research and innovation
•   Community partnership
•   Academic counseling (for full-time) and career counseling (for joint appointee)

AWARD

•  There are three awards for full-time faculty members (one full-time award per campus – the top among the three 
winners will be the winner at the University level) and three awards for joint-appointment faculty members (one 
joint-appointment award per campus – the top among the three winners will be the winner at the University level). 

•   Trophy/Souvenir/Token presented at a major University activity 
•   Announcement in University media
•   Financial reward 
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EVALUATION FORM FOR OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER AWARD

# Standard # Sub-Standard Suggested Evidence

Score

Below 

Average
Average Good Very good Excellent

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
Teaching 

and 
Learning

1 Number of participation in writing course specifications, academic committees, and / or writing course or 
field experiences reports during the previous academic year

Course Specifications / Course 
Specification Report / Field Experience 
Report / CFO / Meeting Minutes

2 Number of teaching methods used by the candidate
Course reports of courses taught by the 
faculty member

Total 20

2 Professional 
Development 1 Number of educational sessions related to learning and teaching conducted / attended during the 

previous two academic years
Attendance Certificates / Appreciation 
Certificates

Total 10

3
Research 

and 
Innovation

1 Number of approved research proposals/protocols in the previous two academic years Proposal approval / IRB approvals

2 Number of published articles in indexed journals in the previous two academic years Copy of published articles

3 Number of students involved by the candidate in an oral and poster presentations in scientific meetings 
during the previous two academic years

List of students involved in scientific 
meetings, Appreciation Certificates, 
Conference proceedings, Posters

Total 30

4 Community 
Partnership

1
Number of hours spent in community service activities through scientific boards, educational committees 
or charity organizations in public places during the previous academic year

Appreciation Certificates / Participation 
Certificates / Any supporting documents

2
Number of hours spent in teaching community through charity organizations in schools or public places 
during the previous academic year

Appreciation Certificates / Participation 
Certificates / Any supporting documents

Total 20

5

Academic 
Counseling
(For Full-

Time Faculty 
Members)

1 Number of office hours dedicated for academic counseling during the previous academic year Approved office hours timetable

2 Number of extra tutorial sessions conducted for students need extra assistant during the previous academic 
year

Approved Schedule / Student Attendance 
Sheet / Course Specification

Career 
Counseling
(For Joint 

Appointment 
Faculty 

Members)

1 Number of participations in career days activities during the previous five academic years
Certificate of appreciation / Career Day 
Program/ Students Attendance Sheet / 
Invitations

2 Number of participations in health professions conferences during the previous five academic years
Certificate of appreciation / Conference 
Proceedings, Posters

Total 20
Total score: 100

No 
Evidence
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OUTSTANDING FACULTY RESEARCHER AWARD

OVERVIEW
The President’s Award for Outstanding Faculty Researcher is an annual award designed to encourage, reward, and publicly 
acknowledge sustained excellence in research-based teaching by University faculty members (Full-time or joint appointee). 
Research projects activities aim to motivate students for learning, forming, mentoring, and improve students’ performance in 
writing, speaking, and working in teams. The award recognizes excellence in teaching, research and clinical practices that reflect 
the highest standards in pedagogy, a record of outstanding teaching effectiveness within and outside the classroom, the ability 
to inspire, promote, and sustain the intellectual development of students, course and program development, fostering of critical 
thinking and independent inquiry of students. 
It is given annually to three faculty researchers (one award per campus) who have exhibited extraordinary achievement in 
research activities and research-based teaching. The recipient is recognized as a distinguished researcher whose passion for 
teaching using research methodology evokes passion for students learning.  The faculty is an admired integrates research in 
their classroom and found a way to accelerate learning for all their students. The individual should have demonstrated a pattern 
of productive scholarly activity which has been recognized within the University nationally and/or internationally. Traditional 
research, creative endeavors and other scholarly activity are included in this category.

ELIGIBILITY
• Minimum of two years of service at KSAU-HS
• Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors (Full-time and Joint Appointment) 
• Excellent grade in the latest annual appraisal
• Research work conducted in the University 
• Minimum of two publications in the previous two years
• Faculty researcher whose duties are primarily leader such as vice presidents, assistant vice presidents, and deans, are not 

eligible for nomination. 
• Faculty researchers who have already won the award will not be eligible to receive it again for a period of two years
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OUTSTANDING FACULTY RESEARCHER AWARD

REQUIRED SUBMISSIONS
The submitted faculty researcher information should include the following items:

1.   Faculty member short professional bio
2.   Last approved appraisal (with minimum grade 90)
3.   University Research Profile
4.   Updated academic portfolio (refer to the appendixes: Academic Portfolio)

CONTENTS OF SUBMITTALS 
The submitted faculty researcher information should address the following standards with the supporting evidence:

•   Research-based teaching and learning 
•   Professional development
•   Research and innovation
•   Scientific engagement

AWARD

There are three awards for faculty researchers (one award per campus – the top among the three winners will be the 
winner at the University level)

• Trophy/Souvenir/Token presented at a major University activity
• Announcement in University media
• Financial reward 
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EVALUATION FORM FOR OUTSTANDING FACULTY RESEARCHER AWARD

# Standard # Sub-Standard Suggested Evidence

Score

Below 

Average
Average Good Very good Excellent

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

Research-
Based 

Teaching 
and 

Learning

1 Number of research lectures taught during the previous two academic years
Course Specifications / Appreciation 
Certificates

2 Number of students supervised for research project/thesis by the candidate during the previous two 
academic years

Research supervisory agreement / 
published Articles / Posters and Approved 
Proposal / IRB Approval

Total 20

2 Professional 
Development 1 Number of workshops related to research conducted / attended during the previous two academic years

Attendance certificates / Appreciation 
certificates

Total 10

3
Research 

and 
Innovation

1 Number of research outcomes (Oral/Poster) presented with students in any scientific meetings and 
conferences during the previous two academic years

Approved abstracts and posters/
Conference Proceedings

2 Number of published articles in refereed (ISI) journals as the first/single author during the previous two 
academic years

Published articles 

3 Number of published articles in refereed (ISI) journals by students under supervision of the candidate during 
the previous two academic years

Published articles

4 Number of books/chapters published or translated by the candidate during the previous five academic years
Copy of book cover page with author 
names, book title and ISBN No, Links

5 Number of patents by the candidate during the previous five academic years Registered Patents, Certificates 

6 Amount of approved grants for the candidate during the previous five academic years Grant approvals 

Total 60

4 Scientific 
Engagement 1

Number of journals considered the candidate as Editor-in-Chief (or equivalent) or as a member of editorial 
board during the previous five academic years

Certificate / Invitations / Emails / Journal 
Editorial Board

Total 10
Total score: 100

No 
Evidence
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APPENDIXES
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REVIEWER GUIDE
INTRODUCTION
The reviewer is a senior professional academician who are well versed with latest trends and technology of learning, teaching 
and research and expert in assessment and analysis of candidate package to select the most deserving candidate/case for the 
announced awards. The reviewer will sign “no conflict of interest letter” before the review process.

REVIWER ETHICAL RESPONSIBILITIES

• Confidentiality: Ensure that Personal Information and Confidential Commercial/professional information remain 
confidential, always.

• Accountability: Promote confidence and foster a culture of trust in PA review process.

MECHANISM OF REVIEW

The chairman of PA subcommittee will assign three reviewers for each working group, as following:

1. The first working group will evaluate candidate package for best course, best academic program and 
outstanding faculty researcher awards.

2. The second working group will evaluate candidate package for outstanding faculty member award.

The reviewers will check, review and scrutinize the candidate package at their best in a scientific way to select the 
most deserving case for any award category and will be handed over to PA executive committee for approval. If 
reviewers have any comments, feedback or suggestion regarding PA handbook and the process, please share with 
the chairman of subcommittee to be presented for the approval of the PA executive committee members. 

Each applicant documents will be reviewed independently by each reviewer using the rating scale then will be discussed 
among the working group to validate the results before validation by the sub-committee.
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RATING SCALE

Excellent

10
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as the highest and has supportive documents which are complete and therefore 
illustrates an exceptional characteristic contributing to this attribute. The average is higher than 4.7, or the percentage is higher 
than 97%, or achieving ten of the number requested.

9
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as the second highest and has supportive documents which are complete and 
therefore illustrates an excellent characteristic contributing to this attribute. The average is 4.5-4.7, or the percentage is 95-97%, 
or achieving nine of the number requested.

Very good

8
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as the semi highest, and has supportive documents which are complete, but 
there is one reservation which is noted. The average is 4.1-4.4, or the percentage is 92-94%, or achieving eight of the number 
requested.

7
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as the semi highest, and has supportive documents which are complete, but there 
are two reservations which are noted. The average is 3.6-4.0, or the percentage is 89-91%, or achieving seven of the number 
requested.

Good

6
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as above average and has supportive documents which are acceptable. However, 
there is one notable area where improvements could be made. The average is 3.1-3.5, or the percentage is 86-88% or achieving 
six of the number requested.

5
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as above average and has supportive documents which are acceptable. However, 
there are two notable areas where improvements could be made. The average is 2.6-3.0, or the percentage is 83-85%, or 
achieving five of the number requested.

Average

4
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as average and has supportive documents which are satisfactory. However, there 
are three areas where improvements should be made, and certain evaluation characteristics related to this feature are not 
present. The average is 2.1-2.5, or the percentage is 80-82%, or achieving four of the number requested.

3
Indicates that the respective criterion achieved as average and has supportive documents which are satisfactory. However, there 
are more than three areas where improvements should be made and certain evaluation characteristics related to this feature are 
not present. The average is 1.6-2.0, or the percentage is 77-79%, or achieving three of the number requested.

Below Average

2 Indicates that the respective criterion was achieved as below average and has incomplete evidence. Key areas for significant 
improvements are mandatory. The average is 1.0-1.5, or the percentage is 70-76%, or achieving two of the number requested.

1
Indicates that the respective criterion was achieved as below average but has no supporting evidence. Key areas for 
significant improvements are mandatory. The average is below 1.0 or the percentage is below 70%, or achieving one 
of the number requested.

No Evidence 0 Indicates that the respective criterion was not achieved and has no supportive documents.
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ACADEMIC PORTFOLIO
The academic portfolio should be uploaded in five separated documents including the related supporting documents as following.

1. Basic Information Supporting Documents

Name of The Faculty Copy of badge

Academic rank Employment contract / promotion letter

College / Program / Campus

2. Teaching And Tutoring  Supporting Documents

Teaching philosophy Teaching philosophy statement 

Teaching strategy Snapshot of the blackboard with PPT page 

Teaching experience within the program Teaching load

Invitation from other programs Invitation letter

Courses Coordinating and Teaching in 
the Program, Including Assignments and 
Assessments

Course Specification, Master Schedule ,Rubrics 
of Assignments

Student Evaluation of Teaching Copy of Course Survey

Academic advising activities Academic advising schedule of both semesters

3. Research and Scientific Activity Supporting Documents

Research philosophy Research philosophy statement 

Scientific conferences /Oral presentations 
/Posters 

Attendance Certificate/Participation 
Certificate 

Conference/ Seminar/Symposium/ 
Workshops conducted or designed Copy of Certificate of organizing 

List of Publications in Indexed Journals Copy of Google Scholar Profile 

List of academic book authorship Copy of book cover page with titles and ISBN 
No. 

Research awards Copy of certificates awarded 

Memberships in any research groups, 
projects, plans, leadership positions Copy of membership certificate

Funded research grants Copy of approved research budget from the 
funding agency 

4. Program Administration Services Supporting Documents

Administration service philosophy Administration service philosophy statement 

Administration and leadership tasks CFO memorandum 

Memberships in committees within the 
program CFO memorandum /copy of email

Memberships in committees outside the 
program CFO memorandum/certificate of membership

5. Community Services Supporting Documents

Community service philosophy Community service philosophy statement 

Community activities within /outside 
university Participation Certificate 
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METHOD OF SUBMISSION

The submission of the President’s Award nominations will be through the President’s Award E-Submission Portal.

CONTACT INFORMATION

•   President’s Award Email: presidentaward@ksau-hs.edu.sa
•   President’s Award Web Page

 

https://presidentaward.ksau-hs.edu.sa/Account/Login
mailto:presidentaward%40ksau-hs.edu.sa?subject=
mailto:presidentaward%40ksau-hs.edu.sa?subject=



